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FOREWORD 
~he Universality Q! the prawatiq Instinct.--
Today, with the hue and cry raised on every side con-
cerning little. theatres, amateur theatricals, and the 
new drama, the bewildered Average Person might be 
~ardoned for supposing the world of the drama a new 
one, but recently discovered. However, it has only 
been re-discovered, through the fresher avenues of 
approach which every age supplies for itself. Way 
back when the world was young, youths forsook mono-
tony for a day to dance a Bacchanalian attendance at 
their festivals. In another age, they sougares-
~ite from the.ir humdrum callings in the guise of 
Virtues or Vices in the lumbering Miracles. And 
even outside the world of the theatre, the dramatic 
impulse has aimed to express the little imaginings 
of :people's minds in their goings and comings--the 
pauper to wish himself prince, the prince to make-
believe poet, the :poet to act t .he hero. The drama-
tic instinct knows no time, place, or nationality. 
It is everywhere and always the common heritage of 
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humanity, perennially seeking an expression which · 
modern civilization too often transforms into an un-
fortunate repression. Since, then, every human soul 
longs to translate itself into terms of another char-
acter, it is apparent that if that character be worth-
while and the expression directed through the proper 
channels, a spiritual growth will result. ·In other 
words, there will be an educational development. 
JI.a.e. .Q!. the Drama tiQ_ Instin.gt _m Educat iQn. --
From earliest times, the dramatic instinct has pro-
vided a means toward religious and cultural growth. 
The festival of song and dance accompanied the an-
cients' worship of the god Bacchus; the Mystery and 
the Miracle carried the precepts of Christian doctrine 
throughout the land in the Middle Ages. Further on, 
we find companies of boy actors connected. with the great 
public schools of England. In France, in the early 
:part of the eighteenth century, the Countess de Genlis 
maintained that through the cultural use of the drama-
tic instinct, not only would the child le.arn the funda-
mental facts of life, but also the more fundamental 
lesson of the spirit. Even in the post-revolutionary 
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days of .A.meriaa, dramatic interpretation was · seized 
upon to further the needs of education. In 1798, 
Charles Stearns, preceptor of the Liberal School at 
Lincoln, Massachusetts, published a volume entitled 
"Dramatic Di alogues for Use in the Schools", where-
in the author pointed out the pedagogical and ethical 
value of the dramatic instinct. 
Today, more than ever, educational institutions 
are nurturing the innate dramatic impulse of the 
child as a means of self-development, and, where the 
training has been properly handled, exhi.bit results 
w,hich have been anything but disappointing. But 
·although the early years of instruction make compara-
tively extensive use of the dramatic met·hod, the child 
receives less and less opportunity for t he expression 
of this impulse as he advances up through the grades, 
until when he reaches the grammar and high schools he 
finds little or no organized attempt to bring forth t his 
po \ver correctly and w·ith the proper guidance. Student 
organizations there are. These often present worthy 
entertainments, but they are usually unaccompanied by 
any educational purpose or result. They serve merely 
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to entertain either the audience or the participa-
ting IJUpils. For the most part, they afford only 
an occasion for a limited number of students to 
play at being actor and actress; and that, needless 
' to say, is not educa tional purpose or result al-
though it ~s the material which purpose moulds into 
result. 
Airna Q! Cultivating Dramatic Instinc~ for Edu-
cational Pur~oses.--The aim of the cultivation of 
the dramatic instinct is not to make actors and ac-
tresses. It is unnecessary for its subjects to enter 
into the field of the theater. The terms "drama tic" 
and "theatric" must not be confused. The former is 
the imiJulse pure and simiJle along with its natural 
expression; the latter is both these translated into 
terms of a commercial theater which may or may not be 
artistic. 
What the aultivation of the dramatic instinct 
does tend to effect is a cont ribution to a fUller 
life on all sides. First of all, it develops a na-
tural ability for expression. Merely in the matter 
of mechanics of the voice, it clears enunciation, 
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corrects pronunciation, and establishes a proper 
method of breathing and of breath control. Then, too, 
if a child ~lays the heroic part, he must learn to 
walk heroically, to have ~ase. Thus, bodily ex-
preasion tends to become more graceful and vigorous 
at the one time. l?hysical expression tends to point 
to that always faraway ideal of perfection. 
Beyond heightening the effectiveness of these 
mere tools of expression, the cultivation of the dra-
matic instinct merges .the child's personality with 
that of an assumed character, and in so doing brings 
release from repression, and allows him to embody in 
another life \Vhat he had been restrained from doing 
in terms of his own personality. 1l!Tith time, he adds 
these new habits to his own self, and so conquers in-
bred repression and self-consciousness. In addition, 
such educational use of the dramatic instinct brings 
relief from that whioh often accompanijes self-con-
sciousness and repression--a humdrum environment. 
In all times the freeing of the imagination is a 
contribution to a fuller life, but today when system 
and commerce bind the world into an inarticulate 
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formula, there is more need than at any other time 
for the expression of imagination~-for the enact-
ment of our dreams, especially in youth. By the use 
of imagination, along with its means of expression, 
does the dramatic instinct seek to fulfill the child's 
dream of the heroic, t he wonderful, the different: 
it affords a change from the routine of daily living 
in an environment i,hich is not al·.,ays pleasant, let 
alone cultural. 
Through this use of the dramatic imagination, 
the intellectual and emotional life of the child is 
quickened. To imagine what the hero would do as he 
utters this sentiment or that, and why he would do 
it, involves more than a merely cursory examination. 
Often it has ethical significance; and in connection 
with the t-ruth of the thing, this is important. The 
problem becomes something personal when applied to 
life. Only reason can find the way out of the maze. 
So, too, with the child's emotional nature. Without 
imagination, it will become barren, colorless, and 
mechanical--never the complete thing it should be. 
But when imagination blows upon it, the young 
·' 
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peo::ple who seek emotional expression through the 
media of cheap "movies" w·ill firid ampler satisfac-
tion in ex~eriencing the rich lives with which the 
great dramat'ic writers have endowed their characters. 
Through all this cultivation of expression, 
imagination, and, through imagina. tion, the intellec-
tual and emotional lives, the child will gain some 
- knowledge of life itself and of the rules of life. 
Modern educational dramatics are nothing more nor 
less than interesting the child in expressing. his 
body and soul through the symbols of an enlarged 
mental and emotional horizon, and, by this, granting 
. to him an opportunity of giving outlet to eth.ical 
conduct. It provides standards of good and bad; 
but offers them through pleasurable rather than 
through didactic means. The child learns indirectly 
through observing the causes and results of the deeds 
and statements which his assumed character acts and 
utters in the imaginary world. By holding up the 
mirror to nature, and by observing the images in this 
mirror, the child finds the ethical standards along 
~ith the unethical. Only by comparing the results 
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of the one with the other does this dramatic teach-
ing reveal its intangible but none the less decided 
effect. 
Exact Estimat.ion .P!. Result§ Difficult Beoguse 
of Intangibility.--Indeed, intangibility character-
iz.es the '-lllhole teaching as vvell as the results; 
hence, the difficulty of convincing the unbeliever 
of its far-reaching values. The "seeing and doing" 
method has ~regressed beyond the kindergarten, and 
in the field of vocational training exhibits practi-
cal and tangible results to the satisfaction of the 
beholder. There is no difficulty put in the way of 
convincing teachers and parents o:t the value of 
carrying the fact into the act. But unfortunately 
the dramatic characterization cannot be pinned to 
the classroom wall with a gold star on it as a mark 
of its excellence, or be kept in a treasu;e chest at 
home to be exhibited to visitors as an example of 
what "my .Johnny did". Yet, in the boy's entering 
whole-heartedly into a splendid character of litera-
ture or history--experiencing his feelings and emo-
tions, his thoughts and ideas--in his reacting to an 
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imaginary environment to such a degree as to render a 
lasting and beneficial effect--is not this accomplish-
ing more than the mere carrying of fact into the act? 
Surely, it is carrying it beyond that--into value. 
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L'e.nger .in~ Dramatic ltMethod."--Through the 
ages, as 1.~e have shown, the wise teacher has seen in 
the ~roper aultivation of the dramatic--or the crea-
tive--or the imaginative impulse {what you will) an 
invaluable means of fostering the mental and spiritu-
al growth of the child. Although, unfortunately, 
leas and less dramatic work is done as he progresses 
through the grades until scarcely any effort is made 
to rela te such activities to the study of literature 
or of life, in the first school years at least the 
custom of having the child interpret his little songs 
and poems and stories in action is encouragingly com-
mon. (This in spite of the fact that an erroneous 
tendency to confuse the terms "dramatic11 and "theat-
ric" bas rendered the idea of 11 eduoa tional dramatics" 
distasteful to certain school principals and teachers. 
One can readily picture consternation akin to that of 
M. Jourdain on learning that he had been speaking 
prose all his life registered by the conservative 
teacher on being told that her conversion of lessons 
into games was nothing more nor less than a conduct 
of classes by the dramatic method!) Yet the work is 
"" 
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just beginning. The problem is not to make "teach-
ing by the dramatic method" a mere byword--a cant 
phrase in the pedagogical vocabulary--but to foster 
a. realization. of the necessity for reruie_ring it not 
a. prop but, a free agent in the service of education. 
There is danger in the use of the very term "drama-
tic method" in regard to a thing which is dependent 
for its very success on spontaneity--danger lest it 
become just that--a. method--part of a system, and, 
as such, to be operated according to rules as in-
violable as those governing the law of falling bodies. 
For it is a deplorable fact that, brought between the 
four walls of the schoolroom, even the play of child-
ren of kindergarten age tends to be rendered methodi-
cal to a. degree of machine-like efficiency of physi-
cal movement devoid of mental or emotional activity. 
In this connection, Mrs. Heniger relates the 
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following graphic incident: "In an u:ptown kinder-
garten ••• the children were playing the game of the 
farmer so1.ving seed. It is a ring game in which the 
boys and girls take hands and, circling around, all 
sing together: 
HENIGER: The Kingdom of the Child--P. 23 
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'Thus the farmer sows his seeds, 
Thus he stands and takes his ease, 
Stamps his foot and claps his hands 
And turns about to view his lands.• 
"At the termination of t he last .line one little 
lad dashed from out his ~lace in the ring and began 
to sow imaginary seed all over the floor s~ace in-
side . of the large circle. The teacher said to him, 
'What are you doing, Har~7? You must go back to 
your place in the ring.' Nothing abashed, Harry 
answered, 'If all this land in the ring belongs to 
the farmers why can't I ~lant my seed in the inside 
of the ring? The seed will be so crowded on the out-
side that nothing will grow, and I want my seed to 
come up.'" 
The moral to be drawn from this simple real-
life parable is obvious. Though we grown-ups may re-
gard a game as something to be played at and then 
abandoned for the more serious things of life, with 
the child the game j& part of life. The small girl 
rears her family of dolls, and bakes innumerable mud-
pies for her well-kept imaginary houeelet, with all 
the serious efficiency native to the natural dignity 
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of childhood. And small Harry, in carrying out his 
. ' 
carefully conceived ideas of farming, saw in a 
classroom . game a real connection _with the world out-
side which the teacher had quite lost sight of. 
This particular story had a hap_py ending, how-
ever, for this teacher (tho confessing that in two 
years of teaching this game she had never thought c£ 
telling the children to sow their. imaginary seed any-
where except along the outer circumference of the 
circle) had more than a grain of wisdom after all, 
for inst.ead of sending Harry back to his place she. 
allowed him to sow his seeds in the elected location, 
and gave the other children permission to do like-
wise if t hey so desired. By such slight incidents as 
this is the . balance turned toward re:pre.Ssion or ex-
pression. Not all teachers, sadly enough, share the 
insight of Harry's, and the unexpected bursting forth 
of an original idea is regarded as an infringement of 
discipline and thus ingenuity is nipped in the bud. 
The child's own novel little ideas for acting out the 
various characters of a dramatic game are abandoned 
for the teacher's idea of how the game ought to be 
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acted out, and, with the substituting. of the teach-
er's "must believe" for the child' a "make believe", 
the schoolroom game becomes but another monotonous 
lesson progressing in a well-greased rut. 
Thus may the keen vision of the child, secure 
in the kingdom of make-believe, be dulled by en-
forced adjustment to the will of those who have long 
since left imagination behind them. This free thing 
oa.nnot, by ita very . na. ture, baN to the yoke of a 
system. It must of its own accord flow from the 
heart to pour itself ou.t into some new expression of 
beauty. It is for us to let this creative imagina-
tion which is the glorious possession of childhood 
be its wings--not its staff. If it cannot be pre-
served during the playtime of kindergarten days, what 
chance has it of surviving in the lesson-time that 
follows? 
Cu1tiyation Q! ~ Dramatic Instinct ~ 
fundamental Basis .~ School Program: Ethical Culture 
School.--The impulses of work and play are ha~~ily 
combined and firmly cemented with joy in the unusual 
work of the Ethical Culture School of New York. Here 
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is an educational. institution which might be said to 
base its .ent.ire teaching on the :proper c.:ul.tivation 
of the dramatic instinct, aiming in this way toward 
"a fruitful synthes i s of the arts of cfvilizati.on in 
a living, vitali.zing :product of the studies and ac-
tivities of the school." 
"The ideal which has motivated the work in the 
Ethical Culture School," writes its former Director 
;(. 
of Festivals, Dr. Percival Chubb, "is that of a fes-
tival which should be (1) the :proper and desirable 
outcome of the regular work of t he grade or grades 
selected to give the festival, just as the dramatiza-
tion of a fairy story in the :primary grades is the 
natural culmination of the eager interest of the 
children in the story; or just as a presentation of 
scenes from a Shakespearian :play is the natural, and, 
indeed, the only justifiable conclusion of the study 
of that :play in a h igh school class; (2) the vital co-
ordination of the regular work in a majority of the 
subjects actually studied in the school--namely, Eng-
lish literature and composition, music, art, dancing, 
domestic art, shop-work and foreign languages; (3) the 
~ 
CHUBB: Festivals and Flays--P. 8 
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norma~ satis£action of those motor tendencies, par-
ticular~y the fundamenta~ dramatic instincts o£ the 
child, which we include under . the pedagogical ~rin­
ciple o£ learning by doing: (4) the memorable and 
edifying embodiment of the great idea, institution, 
event, or personage ~llfh.ich the festival celebrates, 
such as the sacredness of one's city, the joy of 
gratitude, the coming of the Spring or of the new 
year, the greatness of 1.Vashington or o£ Lincoln; 
(5) a means to the discover,y o£ special aptitudes in 
the pupils, evidence of which will appear only with 
such .unusual quickening of the powers and the person-
ality as the festival will effect." 
An ambitious undertaking, certainly, for any 
institution of learning~-yet one that has not fallen 
short of the mark of real achievement, if we are to 
judge from Dr. Chubb's account of the returns brought 
in by the pursuit of this policy during many years o£ 
successful experimentation. Among the most important 
~vera: the . carrying o£ the infl uenoe of the school 
work into the home, in many oases, with beneficial and 
lasting results to the family and social life of the 
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pupils; increased refinement of the taste of the pu-
pils . in regard to their amusements; the development 
of a new critical attitude toward the :professional 
theatre; a deep and reverent appreciation of the 
great men and women . and the great events of history; 
a splendid sincerity in the matter of civi.c and na-
tional :patriotism: and a wholesome "natural :piety.n 
It stands to reason that it would not be feasible 
to introduce the idea of festival and :play-making in-
to our public school system on the gigantic scale 
here outlined. Yet it is entirely possible, without 
disturbing the :present-day curricula in the slightest, 
to accomplish splendid and enduring results in the way 
of introducing a little beauty, a little of the joy of 
living into the everyday program of school life. 
A.ima, sw4, Methods .2.t Dramatic Training JJl 
Public Schools. 
First Stages ~Dramatic Training (Grades I, II, 
and III). As in the childhood of the race drama 
* exists first without the spoken word--a combination of 
;, 
pantomimic action with song and dance, or the use of 
the dramatic element solely to give emphasis to the 
N..A.TTHEWS: The Development of the Drama 
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im~ortant ~assages of a narrative chant--so, in the 
childhood of the individual, :pantomime is. the natu-
ral medium ofex~ression of the dramatic instinct. 
In the dramatic work of the first three grades, the 
best results are obtained in the fie.lds of l)ure pan-
tomime ( inspir.ed by a tale vividly told by the te.ach-
er, or--when the children are able to read themselves--
a well-written story), or ~antomime combined with the 
use of poems and songs studied by the class. Good 
~antomimic material is abundant even in the lowest 
grades. The Mother Goose r~s are essentially dra-
matic and extremely well adapted to interpretation in 
action: or a simple story such as that of "The Sun, 
the Wind, and the Traveler" makes a direct ap~eal to 
the childish imagination without necessitating addi-
tional explanation by the teacher. With the donning 
of his hat and coat, a ~upil is immediately metamor-
phosed into the Traveler, to the satisfaction of all. 
The Sun (who indicates his identity by the symbolic 
gesture of holding his arms rounded above his head) 
argues with the Wind (always recognizable by his 
"blowing" propensities!) as to who is the stronger, 
*" 
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both agreeing to test their IJO'I'Vers on the unsus})ect-
ing Traveler--the winner to be he who can: for .ce the 
Traveler's coat off. The Wind is . the. first to try, 
and, as the little Traveler passes on his journey 
across the front of the classroom, he . blows and . 
blows and blows with all his might--but the Traveler 
only shivers with cold and draws his coat more tight-
ly around him, while the Wind retires in blustering 
defeat. The Sun now emerges from his hiding place, 
and, as the little Traveler passes on his journey 
back across the front of the classroom, he beams and 
beams and beams with all his might--and the Traveler, 
growing too warm for comfort, doffs his coat, while 
the Sun radiates a cheerful victory. 
A combination of :pantomimic gesture and memori-
zed poems or songs is an effective method of primary 
dramatization. Sometimes a little :pantomime pre-
cedes the recitation of a poem by the class, as in 
the tragic case of the poor snowman of first grade 
memory, who tried to warm himself at the fire with 
'* disastrous results. The 11 snowman" is nmade" by 
several members of the class, according to the dirac-
Paul Revere School--Grade I 
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tiona of . the otJ:1..ers, and proceeds to "melt" before 
their awed gaze. ~hen, with the sight of the trag-
edy stilL fr .esh in . their memories, the clas.s makes 
its . reaitation of the harrowing event with all due 
pathetic inflection. Sometimes the dramatizing a~ 
companies the recitatioh. Stevenson's poems, which 
are used for memory work in the first two grades, 
are admirably adapted to this treatment. 1~at a dif_ 
ference can be made in the rendition of four lines by 
a bashful five-year-old, when t hose four lines are 
Stevenson's "Rain", and one is allowed to recite them 
from under a large umbrella~ 
The point cannot be too strongly emphasized 
that even with a first-grader it is possible to ob-
tain genuine, spontaneous delivery--whether in the 
recitation of a memorized poem ·or in struggling 
through the first lessons in reading--if we would 
only strive to impress it deep in the minds of child-
ren from the start ~hat the words on a page are not 
mysterious, disconnected symbols that should be called 
off in quick and monotonous succession like the 
"times" in the multitlication table, but th.a:t ~-t:hey are 
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little slee~ing live things waiting £or. us to wake 
them into being. Reading as a mere gymnastic ex-
ercise of the vocal organa is a disease so firmly 
engrained in the average ~hild's constitution, . that 
it ~ersists for a lifetime, and even the later ex-
ercise o:f adult will power hardly su£fices to break 
him of the monotonous intoning typical o£ the ave~ge 
reader. Even as the adult student in interpretation 
must be trained to exert all his powers of intellect 
and imagination in the visualization of scenes and 
characters back of the linea of Browning and Shakes-
peare, in the summoning to his aid of suggested 
thoughts and imagined emotions for the strengthening 
ot the dramatic realities of his selection--so must 
the child be trained to bring his little experiences 
t ·o bear in making the primer text mean something. 
It is a mistake to suppose that even the kindergar-
ener or first-grader has had nQ experience in life. 
To the little one whose home boasts a pet cat, even 
. that dull combination of primer words, "I see the 
· ~ 
cat" can be made to have some real significance if 
the child is encouraged to think of the story-book 
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feline . as her 01~ ~ussy at home. Simple sincerity 
of eX})ression of a thought and feeling clllhich is the 
individual person's and no one else•s is the goal of 
dramatic teaching from the earliest grades through 
college • . 
To return to our main topic of discussion,--
the last stage of elaboration on the pure pantomime 
involves the introduction of dialogue into scenes 
for the most part pantomimic, the little partici-
pants being encouraged to speak only where the words 
arise spontaneously from the necessity of conveying 
an idea which cannot be adequately conveyed by a 
gesture. For example, it would be quite essential 
in »Cinderella" for the fairy godmother to voice her 
injunction regarding the hour of departure from the 
ball. 
Development ot Dramatization in Middle Grades 
(IV, V, and VI). Although there is no real break 
between the grades, Grade IV, with its wider curri-
culum, marks a definite c hange in the type of drama-
tization. From now on the primitive drama of pure 
action and emotion give place to an embryonic lit-
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erary drama with small but ambitious beginnings in 
the way o;f . dialogu.e and characte.ri~ation--and many 
are the "masterpieces" i!Vritten and performed under 
the inspiration of the literature and history being 
.. studied~ 
nramati~ation U 1U1. Aid .t.Q Ret~£1.~ . an.Q._ Stud.y 
Q! Literature.--From the ver.y start it is essential 
to keep before .the pupils . the relation between lit-
erature and life--and there is no more effective 
means of accomplishing this end than through the fan-
ning of the dramatic spark. Oftentimes an ordinary 
reading lesson may be turned into an informal drama-
~ 
tic performance with beneficial results. The simplest 
aid toward the preclusion of monotonous oral reading 
is to assign the different characters of a dramatic 
piece of literature to different pupils, allowing 
another to fill in with the narrative and descriptive 
passages. After perhaps a chapter has been read in 
this way, the class is permitted to choose a scene or 
scenes that they consider especially adapted for "act-
ing out", and may then select their cast of characters, 
giving substantial reasons for their choices. The 
'* Paul Revere School--Grade VII C 
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scene may now be tried out at the front of the room, 
with books--suitable action being worked out to ac-
company the dialogue. Next, a dis cuss ion is held as. 
to the possibilities. fo.r introducing original l .ines 
and.action to carry out any essential ideas that may 
have been e~ressed in the book in purely narrative 
form. The entire plan of dramatic action agreed 
upon, books are laid aside and the children are per-
mitted to run through their playlet from memory, 
speaking the lines that seem ap:propriate without./at-
tempting to recall them verbatim. 
A notable improvement in reading, and--what is 
more important--a keener appreciation of the litera-
ture in hand is generally apparent after an experi-
ment of this kind. The characters, having once 
stepped from the book as real pe~sonages, can no 
longer be thought of by the children in terms of mere 
words, but as figures of flesh and blood. The class · 
has made one more step forward toiPiard the acquisition 
of that rare power to read life into the printed page 
--an art that can invest even the humdrum monotony of 
daily life with beauV, . 
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If the class exhibits an enthusiastic interest 
in evolving a real play from the extem~ore dramati-
zing, notes may be taken by the non-~articipating 
membe.rs of the class on the scene as it is played, 
revisions made as improvements are worked out with 
repetition, . and new scenes added until a well-
rounded out ~lay has been. achieved. 
+ 
Dramatization._ n .a.n. A.J.A M.. Stud-Y .2! History.--
Fired by ex~eriments of this nature, it sometimes 
ha~~ens that the spirit moves one particular child 
to transplant a loved character from a book of fic-
tion or history and make him the embodiment of his 
ideals in a ~laylet worked out by himself out of 
school hours. Such a playlet was written by a sixth 
* grade ~upil in connection with the history study of 
the class which touched lightly on the exploits of 
Captain John Smith. Voluntarily, the nine-year-old 
child supplemented the meagre account of the gallant 
captain furnished in the school text by doing research 
work in books at home and in the library, and after a 
concentrated period of _.home work brought tre .following 
, :.! 
(carefully ~unched out on the ty~ewriter with one 




finger!) to the teacher. 
THE ADVENTURES OF JOHN SMITH. 




Scene--John Smith in small room reading nKing Arthur", 
etc. 
J.S. (sighing) I would that I bad gold enough to go 
to the continent of Europe where I would'st enlist 
in the army. There I would do great deeds of valor, 
then would I become a knight and as I passed men 
would bow their heads and whis~er to one another, 
"There goest the brave Sir John Smith. Make way!" 
(Smiles, and leans on his elbows and thinks.) 
J.S. (Suddenly jumping to his feet and clapping his 
hands.) A plan! A plan~ \Vhy could I not get money 
to go to the continent? I will go! No one shall 
stop me be it man or beast. Books have I in plenty. 
vVhy could I not sell them and thus get my gold. 
(Runs over to book-case, pulls books down, puts them 
in sack, throws it over his shoulder and goes silently 
out with a happy eager look on his face.) 
{Curtain) 
Reproduced without alteration from original ms. 
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Aot 1. Scene 2. 
J.S. (who is seen walking up and down the shore 
looking out to sea.) Aha., I sight a shill. Yo, ho, 
there, yo, ho. (Runs out.) 
(Curtain) 
Act 2. Scene 1. 
(As Smith :passes on board two of the sailors cast 
evil glances at him.) 
1st sailor (to 2nd sailor) Thinkest thou not, 
brother sailor, that this man be John Smith who 
handled us so roughly in the wars? 
2nd sailor (growling) Yea, would that he were at the 
bottom of the sea rather than here. (pause) Hark~ 
(Thunder is heard in t he distance. Lightening flashes 
and rain falls.) 
1st sailor: A ~lan~ Let us say that he is the cause 
of this tempest, then {evilly) we'll give him to the 
waves. Thunder and lightning is heard coming nearer. 
Darkness falls. ) 
The two sailors: Yo, ho, mates, yo, ho! (Sailors 
r un up.) 
1st sailor: Knowest thou (slowly) that man who came 
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on board to-day? (pauses. Smiles evilly a't, .2nd 
sailor .. who returns the glance.} 
2nd sailor: HE is the cause of the tempest. 
Sailor.s (in chorus. Trembling. ) Oh kind sirs. How 
can we rid ourselves of this terrible man? He will 
ruin us. 
1st sailor: Throw him (pause) OVERBOARD. (This is 
said so loud that the sailors fall back in a fright, 
but £innally agree to do what they say. They creep 
upon Smith who is looking over the rail thinking of 
home. They seize him and with a cry of, "Die evil 
one~" hurl him over the side of the ship to the waves 
below.) 
(Curtain.) 
Act 3. Scene 1. 
Scene--Captain Smith's tent. 
(Men are seated around Cap. Smith who is relating 
his adventures to them. ) 
Cap. S.: After they didst throw me in the see., I 
swam toward the shore but it was far, and e•er long 
my strength began to fail me, but just as I was about 
to give up all hope of getting to shore a warship 
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which was :passing by picked me up. Soon we met a.n 
enemy's ship and a fierce battle followed, in which 
I took part. The spoil was divided. I was given a 
share as the captain said that I bad born myself 
bravely that day. I then turned my steps toward the 
east where I joined the Austrain army whiCh was 
fighting against the Turks. There I was made a 
captain and here I am. (He says this with a laugh.) 
(Men clap but order is restored as Austrian officer 
enters.) 
Officer: A challenge has been sent by the Turks 
that,--to delight the ladies, who long to see any 
courtly pastime,--Lord Turbashaw defies any officer 
in. the Christian army, who durst combat him for his 
head. (A shout goes up from the captains who all 
wish to accept the challenge.) 
Officer (laughing and clapping his hands to his ears) 
Peace, seeing so many of you wish to accept the chal-
lenge, we must draw lots. Hear. (goes to table and 
writes the names on pieces of paper then throws them 
in his helmet and shakes them up a page is blind-
folded, and puts his hands in, ~ulls out a paper and 
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hands it to the officer who reads . aloud.) 
Officer: Ca~tain John Smith~!!!!!! 
(Men cheer and Smith . exits to put on his armour. ) 
{Curtain) 
Act 3. Scene 2. 
Scene--The lists. 
(Ladies, officers, soldiers, etc. are seated around. 
The two champions enter and as the trum~et sounds, 
draw their. swords. Finnally Smith. drives his sword 
through the Turk amid the cheers from the Austraili-
ans and the growls of rage from the Turks. A cry of, 
"Revenge" is. heard and a huge TUrk comes. forth sword 
in hand, but meets the same fate. A third Turk comes 
forth and is likewise dis~osed of. Then amid the 
cheers from the men and . the flowers being rained u~on 
his head by the ladies Smith exits.) 
(Curtain) 
Act 4. Scene 1. 
Scene--the camp. 
(Men are playing checkers, talking, telling stories, 
etc. A messenger comes running in. 
Mess. (~anting) To arms, my noble lords, to arms, 
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the Turks have - risen against us and we are sore 
pressed. (Men jump to their feet, knocking over 
tables and chairs and stumbling over each other in 
their efforts to get their wea~ons. Then they run 
out.) 
(Curtain) 
Act 4. . Scene 2. 
Scene--a field. 
(All around are heard shouts, weapons clashing and 
men yelling. Soon Smith and . a Turk appear with 
swords in hand. They go to the center of the field . 
and with a shout start the combat. After fencing 
for a while .Smith gives a ' thrust with his sword and 
the Turk, falling, strikes back, and the two cham-
pions fall to the ground. Thinking Smith dead, his 
friends go back to their camps saying, "Alas, he is 
dead. n) 
{Act 4. Scene 3.--The field) 
(Enter two Turks, conversing. One Turk suddenly 
stops.) 
1st Turk (listening with hand a t ear.) Hark! Me-
thinks I hear a groan. (Runs toward where sound 
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comes from, and finds Smith.) 
2nd Turk: A wounded Englishman~ Ah! when he is 
cured of his hurts l et us take him to Constantinople 
and there sell him for . a slave. 
1st Turk: Yea, let us take him home. (They carry 
Smith out.) 
(Curtain) 
Act 5. Scene 1.--A house in Constantinople. 
(Smith is threshing grain. His master comes up.) 
Master: Ah, my fine cock, pride WILL have a fall, 
eh? (Smith in anger strikes the man and kills him, 
then, changing his clothes for those of his master, 
runs out.) 
(Curtain) 
Act 5. Scene 2.--on board ship. 
(Smith is looking over railing. Enter Captain.) 
Capt; (addressing Smith) Whither bound for so gay, 
my y o1.mg man? 
Smith (running to centre of stage, taking off hat and 
waving it in air, shouts): To merry England, ad-




One might say of this, as :Professor Nicoll 
* writes of an old Miracle Play, "It is easy to see 
here the emotional power, even if expressed in crude 
phraseology"--tho it is not so easy to see that the 
hero1c feelings here expressed are those of a very 
small and not at all pugnacious looking m.!,~ Writ-
ten (like all great ~lays!) to be acted, acted it 
was--the authoress herself assuming the titular role--
and with such gusto that the :Principal, happening to 
drop in just in time to witness the classroom presents.~ 
tion, suspended school for a short period one after-
noon that a "commandn performance might be attended 
by all grades. 
Thus, for one class at least, the memory of John . 
Smith can never be reduced to a mere fact. History 
is one subJect outside the realm of literature which 
lends itself suitably to dramatic treatment. The 
natural craving of the child for the "real" person 
and the "real" event insures the historical character 
a warm place in his affections, providing the teacher, 
NICOLL: British Drama--F. 35 
1't 
in wisdom, can see fit to extricate him from a mess 
of d§tes, ~laces, and battles. 
'*" Miss Finlay-Johnson reports remarkable results 
in the teaching of history by the dramatic short-
out, in her little rural school outside of London. 
Her experience has been that when children begin to 
dramatize they immediately want to know a lot of 
things to which before they may have registere"d com-
plete indifference. In the working out of their 
scenes and characters drawn from history, they show 
an untiring spirit; instead of usirig their text 
books for the purpose .of memorizing facts, they 
learn to use them in their pro~e.r capacity of ref-
erence books, "It is not the facts themselves that 
are so valuable, " she maintains, "but the habit Of 
mind formed while learning them ••• If a boy has to 
search out the facts for himself, for a pleasurable 
object, he will probably do so thuroughly; and while 
doing so he will exercise his ingenuity, resourceful-
ness, self-reliance and intelligence. If he does not 
exercise these powers, it is certain by the laws of 
nature, that they will become attenuated for want of 
FINIAY-JOHNSON: The Dramatic Method o:f Teaching 
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use or be lost altogether ••• There is only one way to 
develop self-reliance and initiative, and that is to 
exercise. these powers." From the.ir original drama-
tizations, Miss Johnson's :pupils turned eagerly to-
ward a quest for "real" pl~ys. Thus . it came about 
that from the chronicle plays of Shakespeare these 
elementary school children, at their own volition, 
learned much of their history of England. 
Points ~ Caution jn Dramatic Teaghing.--Miss 
Johnson also found her dramatic method successful in 
the teaching of geography, nature study, and ari th-
* met ic. Mrs. He niger, how·ever, cautions age. inst the 
notion sometimes adopted by the over-enthusiastic, that 
every lesson can be dramatized.. Indeed, it does seem 
that there is little lasting value attached to the 
child's impersonation of the multiplication table in 
some arithmetical allegory. Real dramatic values lie 
in the splendid association with characters of flesh 
and blood--even to the flesh and blood of Fairy Land 
or some sister realm in the kingdom of the imagina-
tion. Cinderella has her loveable human traits even 
HENIGER: Some Experiences in Training Dramatic Instinct 
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as has Priscilla Alden, and the child's benefits are the 
greater according to the number of intimate dramatic 
associations .he has made. The :pedagogical aim must 
never be allowed to blot out beauty. We cannot, as 
f,t 
Montrose J~ Moses wisely :points out, satisfactorily 
feed the snar.ved emotions of children. on dramatiza-
tions of geography, . grammar, and arithmetic. 
It has been argued by some sceptics that con-
stant participation in dramatic activities by the 
child tends to render him self-conscious and "stage-
y''. On the contrary, ·ne . have the word of many suc-
cessful ex:perimenters in this field, that just the 
opposite is effected. With proper training in drama-
tics, the results are never forced or unnatural, but 
every effort is bent to preserve the delightful spon-
taneity and the na'i ve charm of the child. Only in the 
poisonous practice of n coaching" and the a ttem.b!t to 
superim:pose an "elocutionary" style does the pendu-
lum swing too far in the direction of affectation. 
Unaffectedness, to be sure, does not necessarily im-
ply an unconscious method on the :part of the child; 
it only means that whatever is required of him must 
MOSES: A Treasury of Plays for Children 
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not be beyond .his power of comprehension or his 
ability to translate into action. If an idea is 
suitably within the range of childish emotion, we 
may be sure that the child can g~ve it adequate ~­
pression. Perhaps the :first attempt will not be 
satisfactory. In that case, the situation must be 
presented to the child in such a way that he will 
realize what action is necessary. But never on any 
account should the external :form be dictated. For 
example, in "Hansel and Gretel" perhaps a conv-incing 
representation of the :fear which the children expe-
rience on :finding themselves lost in . the woods wil~ 
not be :forthcoming at a :first attempt. The exhibi-
tion by the teacher of a grimace and a gesture which 
is her idea of reaction to :fear would result only in 
a wooden, mechanical, and, of necessity, insincere 
imita tion. .But start the children to thinking about 
how they themselves would :feel if they were a long, 
long way from home like Hansel and his sister, and it 
began to grow dark, and they couldn't :find their way 
home, an~ they saw strange things moving behind the 
trees. Then will the emotion of these two story-book 
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favorites live once more in the sincere and simple 
expression which arises from the complete under-
standing on the part of the little interpreters of 
the situation in hand. 
Miss Constance D'Arcy Mackay ; stands firm in 
support of this contention that children should only 
act characters which they can appreciate and compre-
"' hend. "Acting for children," she writes, "should b~ 
as direct and sincere as it is possible to make it. 
It should carry with it a distinct atmosphere of sim-
plicity and candor. There . should be no straining 
after effect, no ai)})eal that doe.s not s pring directly 
:from the heart. The child should be expressing his 
or her inward self--not acting, in the adult sense of 
the -.,.,ord." Nor does childlike .simplicity in acting 
indicate a lack of creative power on the part of the 
child • . Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the 
work at the Children's Educational Theater was that 
oftentimes the bits of s t age business and character-
ization which received the most praise were worked 
out almost entirely from the suggestions of the 
children taking part in the plays. 
* MA.C:KAY.! : How to Produce Children 1 s :Plays 
The trueart . of child acting, then, may be said 
to lie in its artlessness. Indeed, in all acting by 
peo~le of every age there should be a certain note 
of artlessness, a lack of affectation; for though 
with the growth of the mind, the dramatic .intelli-
gence develops into a fuller and more co~soious art, 
simplicity still holds its place. Consequently, if the 
tone of sincerity . is held from those days when the 
mind first oome.s into contact with dramatic expression,, 
increase in power will attend. the child's advance 
through the grades~ and a growing sensitiveness to 
the nart that builds the beauty of the world". 
iha Critigal Period in Drawatio Deyelopment.~­
Unfortunately, however, little is being done in our 
schools to nourish the drama tic instinct· through that 
cri t .ical period of grammar school days and the early 
years of high school. Yet this is the time when the 
fires of imagination burn brightest, and tho the 
childish games may be abandoned, "making believe" 
still goes on, seeking expression in the day-dreams 
11fhich find the boy one. wit.h . the hero of the latest 
"movie", or the girl wraiJped in the identity of the 
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heroine of her favorite novel. Now, more than at 
any time, when the boy and girl are approaching men-
hood and womanhood, is it opportune that they s.hould 
be brought into .intimate dramatic association with 
the splendi_d characters of drama, literature and _ 
hiatory that. through understanding of the ideals Of 
these they may be guided in forming their own. 
Offering the adolescent child an opportunity to 
expand the narrow boundaries of his own existence by 
entering vicariously into the fuller life of some 
great character, may prove the means . of . curbing the 
restlessness that makes. scho.ol increasingly irksome 
to him. The_ adventurous ones are wearying of hearing 
the laws of exi.stence laid down to them in -the class-
room, and many are waiting to seize the first oppor-
tunity to go out and learn life by living. In giv-
ing them an opportunity to live in the imaginary en-
vironment of drama, the desire is satisfied; a re-
hearsal stage has been provided for the enactment 
of life's drama. 
Allowed to run uncontrolled, or diverted into 
the wrong channels, this great emotional force may 
* 
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prove itself as powerful an agency for evil as it 
might have been. for good. Unprotected by any st~n­
dard of comparison, our school children are emo-
tionally swept away by the extravagances of moving 
pic~ures and cheap shows utterly unsuited to their 
needs or to their understanding·~ The Juvenile Courts 
are continually forced to deal with victims of over-
atimulizat·ion of the sense of_ drama and of an unwise 
strain on imagination and emotion. 
In the production of suitable playa und&r proper 
conditions--and where better th~n in the schools?--
lies the op:portunity of . averting disaster by o:pening 
u:p the flood-gates of pent-up emotion. Speaking of 
the :production of "The Prince .and the Pau:per" at the 
* Children's Educati-onal T_heatre, Mrs. Heniger says: 
nwe . conatantly noticed that the yo--uth whose craving 
dramatic instinct might easily have been capable of 
planning and accom:plishing criminal acts was the 
very one whose same instinct made him equally oa:pable 
of heroism, and in nine cases out of ten all he really 
desired was the opportunity to act out an impulse. 
nGive the boy of fifteen his chance to play a 
thief or a murderer on a stage in the cos-tume and en-
HENIGER: The Children's Thea tre 
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vironment of the :part, he will usually. experience 
all he wants of stealing and .killing. It may be 
highly dramatic to be one of the street gang, and 
it sets you up in the eyes of the other. fellows, but 
it is just as ~icturesque if you can do it on the 
stage, and, besides, you have a better audience." 
Thus, an im~ulse toward wrong-doing can burn itself 
out by enacting it in an imaginary environment • 
.DnmQ..tJ.<l Im:personation u Means ~ Discoyen:; .Qi. 
~ Qhil~ bz Himsel!.--Losing himself for a time in 
a dramatic character has in the case of many a child 
proved the means of his finding himself. Hence the 
importance of judging the value of children's drama-
tics in process, without attaching too much impor-
tance to the success of the final performance. Too 
often, the desire to make a s~lendid showing in a 
public entertainment has moved teachers to utilize 
only the brightest and most talented children in the 
school entertainments. But the exhibition of known 
"talent", in terms of elocutionary display, is not 
the aim of the cultivation of the dramatic instinc~ 
but rather the development of new talents discovered 
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in the process of character-making. Encouragement 
and help in the matter of creating even the smallest 
of parts in a play under proper direction, has 
proved the means of developing to a remarkable ex-
tent the latent powers of a child hitherto dull and 
backWard, and has resulted in marked improvement all 
along the line of scholastic achievement, as well as 
in an actual spiritual re-birth. 
Dramatization ~ud ~ Foreisn-~ Child.--
In the case of the foreign•born child, also, parti-
cipation in dramatic performance has proved a more 
effective step in the mast.ering of the intrioacies 
o£ the English language than the most assiduously-
api>lied of formal drills. in grammar, pronunciation, 
and enunciation. An interesting example of this sort 
presented itself in a Boston educational center with 
a large foreign element, where the leading part .-ln 
a Columbus play for a holiday program was entrusted to 
a boy 1JVith a Dutch accent eo nthick" as to render his 
English praotically lUlintelligible, a dull intonation, 
and arduous accentuation. Will power born of the 
desire to make his "Columbus" a fittingly impressive 
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figure effected its alteration in delivery as re-
hearsals progressed, and at the final :performance 
"Columbus" · voi.oed his greeting to the New World in 
tones freed from almost . every trace of foreign ac-
cent and falling into the natural cadences of spoken 
English, through the .observance of the draiiB tic 
necessities of the r&le. 
Besides being an invaluable aid in the matter 
of teaching English, the dramatic method, according 
· to teachers of foreign-born children, offers practi-
cally the onl) solution to the ~roblem of offering a 
code of evaluation of the events. of Amerioe.n history 
and civics. Only through the instilling into their 
hearts of a sincere respect and admiration for the 
character of the great men who have made our history 
and ~ur laws, can these little Americana-in-the-
making be brought to a secure realization of What lies 
behind the mere facts of history and of government--
and how better to e.ffect complete understanding than 
to bring about an intimate associat~on with those men 
through the medium of dramatic contact? 
Beautiful enough to quote in detail is Mrs. 
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Heniger•s account of how, through the metamor~hosis 
of an empty declamation into a vivid dramatic cha~ 
racterization, one small boy from the Old World came 
to know Abraham Lincoln.. "When I was working at the 
Educational Alliance, New York City," she say-s, 
"there existed in the building a depar tment for the 
instruct.ion in English of immigrant children, prior 
to their admi.ssion to the public school. While en-
gaged . in arranging a programme to be given on the 
occasion of Lincoln's Birthday one of the teachers 
asked my hell> \!Vi th a boy of fifteen who had been cho-
sen to recite Lincoln's address at the dedic~tion of 
the cemetery on the battlefield of Gettysburg. The 
teacher said to me when she consigned the lad to my 
care, 'It is very hard for him_ to give expression to 
the words because, you see , he has had so littl e 
time at school that he knows very little about the 
rules of grammar. I doubt whether he knows an ad~ 
verb from a noun. 1 I did not tell her that I was in 
no way troubled by his lack of knowledge in this di-
rection; but after talking with the boy for ten min-
utes I found that he knew l)ractically nothing what-
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ever about. the character of Abraham Lincoln or the 
effect of his personality upon the time, although he 
could t 'ell me at once the date of Lincoln's birth and 
death and all the dates of the important battles of 
the Civil War. He r .eoited Lincoln~s epoch-making 
speech in exactly the same way as he reaited those 
dates, and he knew every word of the speech 'by 
heart •. 
"Our first lesson together was spent in re-
counting anecdotes of Lincoln's boyhood and youth, in 
which I found the Russian lad greatly interested and 
before our second meeting he had voluntarily secured a 
book on 'The Life of Abraham Lincoln' at the public 
library; so that as early as our second lesson we 
were prepared to look into the meaning of the great 
man's words and the reasons for his having uttered 
them. Gradually, as the reason of the words became 
clear, the boy was seized with a new idea; his eyes 
glowed, his shoulders became erect, and his head was 
thrown back with determined action as he said, 'I'll 
take off for Abraham Lincoln and say the speech like as 
if I was him. 1 'That's just the right way,' said I, 
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'begin.' 
"No Written description t~t meager print af-
fords can place before the mind any adequate idea of. 
the passionate, patriotic fire with which that immi-
grant lad delivered the oration on the appointed oc-
casion. After his dramatic . instinct had given his 
imagination the clue of actually becoming, for the 
time, the hero whose thought he was chosen to ex-
_pound, there was but little left for me to do ex-
cept for a suggestion here and there. I can see him 
now as he first came to me, a rather stooping, round-
shouldered lad with his worn coat tightly buttoned 
across his chest. As he began to swell with ~ride in 
his self-suggested characterization of Lincoln, two 
insecure buttons burst their holdings on his coat 
front and flew across the room. Then, with a splen-
did, natural gesture indicative of impatience at all 
hampering physical restraint, he grandly unfastened 
the third and last button as he reverently uttered 
the phrase, 'Government of the people, by the people, 
for the people, shall not perish from the earth.' 
"I watched the effect of the boy•s characteriza-
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tion u~on seven hundred men and women in the audi-
torium, mostly parents of the children, and I saw 
that they were profoundly touched by the expression 
of intense feeling which colored the words with pur-
pose and meaning. The simplicity and nobility of the 
immigrant boy's rendition brought tears to many eyes." 
Unifyi~ I?ower .21: Dramatic ~; A. Junior Ii!,gh 
School I?roject ~ ~-M&kin&.--so far we have viewed 
experimentation in the field of dramatic teaching 
chiefly from the standpoint of simple classroom 
exercises. The larger-scale public ~erformance is 
by no means undesirable, however, always providing 
that the governing principle of preparation is de-
termined by the value of processes and by-products 
rather than results figured solely in terms of satis-
factory entertainment--being careful, in other words, 
to avoid the tem~tation of sacrificing the needs of 
the individual child to the desire to insure the best 
possible showing by exhibiting children of known abi-
lity. 
To the average uninitiated teacher, dramatic 
• 
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work is liable to be regarded as a disturbing faa-
tor in the regula.r }lrogram. On the contrary, when 
rightly handled it offers s}llendid OJ!l?Ortunities for 
linking together many of the regular .subjects of the 
curriculum. Children love to work for a J!urpose, 
and the daily work takes on new interest when it' 
leads toward some definite goal which holds their 
attention. 
In this connection, it might prove enlightening 
to show, step by step, how an exercise in play-making 
may SJ)ontaneously evolve; how it may reach out to 
embrace study in the fields of literature, written 
and oral English, music, dancing, physical educa-
tion, household arts, and manual training; how it 
may further expand to draw the school closer together 
in a common interest; and, in its final phase of 
production, may furnish a point of contact between 
the school and the home. 
1l,Q;,! ~~Became A ~.--"In October", by 
.... 
Bliss Carman, was the autumn selection J)resented to 
*ll'< 
an eighth grade class for poetry appreciation study • 
"Now come the rosy dogwoods, 
The golden tulip-tree; 
And the scarlet yellow maple, 
To make a day for me. 
The ash-trees on the ridges, 
The alders in the swam}>, 
Put on their red and J)urple 
To join the autumn pomp. 
The woodbine hangs her crimson 
Along the pasture wall, 
And all the bannered sumacs 
Have heard the frosty call. 
Who then so dead to valor 
As not to raise a cheer, 
When all the woods are marching 
In triumph of the year? 
~* Faul Revere School 
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The class liked the poem. Its modern s.implicity of 
language appealed to them after . the weightier and 
wordier utterances of the old-school poets. Trees 
are a comparatively unknown quantity to the children 
of this seashore district, but the words of the 
poet accomplished their end. He conjured up for them 
a picture of autumn woods resplendent in their vivid 
holiday attire--and the vision appealed to them. The 
trees "putting on their best clothes", "decorating 
their houses" (as they paraphrased it), and assemb-
ling "to make a day" for · us, intrigued their interest. 
One child was moved to the extent of bringing in 
from her home three good-sized pictures of woods 
n that looked as though they were marching. n 
The quickness of both sections of the class to 
gras~ the pageantry of the poem was not lost on the 
~ 
teacher. While the poem was yet fresh ·in their minds 
she asked if they would like to make a pla¥ out of it. 
They would. Accordingly, bla. ckboards . were cleared, 
papers and pens gotten out, and work started at once 
while the spirit moved. 
The first step, as 'the teacher saw it, was to 
"'f<. 't The wrl. er 
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seleot oharaoters, invent an identity for eaoh, and 
deoide what eaoh of these prospective characters 
might be doing to set a plot in motion. 
Characters 
Name Who? What doing? 
These were the topics written on blackboard and . 
papers. The filling-in of the first column was an 
elementary step. The class merely ran through the 
poem and, in the order there presented, named the 
potential characters for the play. Dogwood, Tulip-
tree, Maple, Ash-tree, Alder, T,lfood. bine, and Sumac ran 
the list. Next, as far as any suggestion seemed to 
offer itself from the context, the pupils decided 
whether the character should be a boy or a girl. The 
Tulip-tree was unanimously dubbed a girl. ~fuy? "Be-
cause the name · sounds as if it ou&ht to be"~ The 
Ma.ple?--A boy--" because maples are so strong.'' 1'food-
bine--girl.--That was easy, since the poem reads "the 
woodbine hangs hn crimson." And the "bannered Su-
1/ 
maca? Boys, of course--and soldiers into the bargain. 
The class ~'Vent back through the list. The Dog-
woods--the ~ dogwoods--that sounded girlish, they 
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decided, But ~ to do with the ash-trees and the 
alders? Here the teacher proffered a suggestion: 
"The poem says that the ash-trees and alders are :put-
ting -on their .red and purple. Well, what is purple 
the color of?" She was somewhat nonplussed by a more 
or less .unanimous reply of, "Funerals."--That was hard-
ly what she had had in mind ,_,hen she S!)oke! One or 
two more unsui ta -ole suggest. ions were made before some 
one finally o:ffered: 11 Kings wear purple." This idea 
was accepted with due acclaim, and imaginations were 
set aflame. A king and queen the olaas would have.--
"King Ash-tree? Queen Alder?" Here the teacher 
laughingly pointed out that, according to the poem, 
this would place the King on the ridges while the poor 
Queen ;vould be le:ft do'.vn in the swamp by hersel:f. A 
rather un:friendly arrangement for t b.e . royal couple, 
was it not? But the pupils woul·i not be daunted. 1fuy 
not have ~ sets of kings and queens then? They could 
have one pair ruling the--Highlands, and one pair, the 
Lowlands. Good enough! (Royalty~ cheap nowadays!) 
Next came the question o:f what these play people 
should be doing. ""Making a day" for us, read the poem. 
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---A holiday, of aourse. "Let's have the soldiers 
parade, and everybody is getting ready to go to the 
parade." Very well.--But why . is it a holiday, and 
why should the soldiers . para.de? .A.n eager hand in the 
air. "Could we have a w·edding?11 ( 0 romantic young 
hearts!) The teaaher thought it possible • .A. saore 
of hands no'"· ".Well, then, aouldn't the son of one 
king and queen marry the daughter of the other king 
and queen?n Exaellent ~ A glance at the list of 
charaaters, and Prinae Maple and Prinaess Tulip-tree 
were created and affianced at the same stroke! 
- So it aame about that, as in all good fairy 
tales, before the Prinae might marry the Prinaess, he 
must achieve some deed of dar.ing. It was finally de-
aided by the class that the holiday should be aele-
brated in honor . of the Prince• s return .from conquer-
ing a terrible monster--some enemy of the trees, of 
aourae. Thus, the dread Fire Dragon s prang into mo-
mentary dramatic life that he might be slain by the 
princely hero. The "frosty oalln, with its suggestion 
of a challenge by Winter, inspired the creation of 
Ki ng Winter and Jack Frost who, with their army should 
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conquer the trees. But the class was not reconciled 
to leaving the trees vanquished, and the })lanning of 
a second act to the play was voted, in order that 
Spring might come to the rescue, making it possible 
for the tree people to be .re.leased from their en-
chantment and live happily .ever . after. 
In the next lesson, individual suggestions for 
a plot were discussed by the class, rejected, ac-
cepted, or revised until the following approved gen-
eral outline for a first act was arrived at: 
ACT I 
1. Holiday. 
a. Everybody getting ready. 
b. Parade. 
2. Reasons for . celebration. 
a. Wedding of Prince and Princess. 
b. Prince returning from slaying Fire Dragon. 
3. King Winter declares war (magician; jealous). 
a • . Jack Frost brings news of approaching war. 
4. War between trees and King Winter. 
a. Princess is captured. 
b. All trees are placed under enchantment. 
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5. South Wind comes to tell King and Queen of 
defeat of trees, and promisee to seek Spring and ask 
her to come to the rescue. 
The Home Work assignment was to outline in the . 
same way a plot for a second act. These papers w·ere 
read in class the next day, and the best ideas ..from 
individual papers were acoe:pt .ed by the class as a 
whole. · The general outline for Act II then read as 
follows: 
ACT II 
1. Spring finds trees enchanted and removes spell. 
2. Frince le~ds army against King Winter. 
3. Princess reseued. 
4. King Winter taken North and locked in iceberg. 
5. Wedding of .Frince and Fr.incess. 
The next Home . Work assignment was to enlarge the . 
outline into a "story" of the plot, which would in-
clude suggestions for action. Again the papers were 
read in class and again the best ideas were gleaned 
for general use. (It is to be noted that, although 
in the usual child-dramatizations no observance of 
technical form is expected or received, this class 
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Lady rushes in and says ~rincess . has disa~~eared. 
Bugle. sounds outside. Jack Frost ste~s forward and 
says that it is King Winter and his army attacking 
~alace, and that he has stolen the ~rincess. ~rince 
orders soldiers into battle~ 
CURTAIN 
The "atory11 of the · rest o.-f the play was worked 
out in the same manner. The last step, which was 
developed individually botn in class and at home was, 
of course, the writing of the actual dialogue. This 
work completed by each member of the class, the papers 
were collected and carefully read by the teacher. 
Although the papers as a whole were exce~tionally 
well done, one from each section stood far and away 
above the rest in quality. The writers--both boys, 
as it happened--were asked to get together and com-
bine their ideas into a finished whole. The first 
draft of the finished work then read as follows: 
ACT I 
Scene: The throne room in the palace of KING 
ALDER. 
(The servants all talking together) 
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1st Servant. W'here is the .:Prince? 
2nd Servant. He has gone to slay the Fire Dragon. 
3rd Servant. And he's coming to claim the hand o£ 
the :Princess. 
Lady~in~Waiting. The :Princess looks very sweet. Mrs. 
'.~oodbine hun& crimson decorations all over her. 
{Jack Frost ent.ers, disguised as servant) 
Jack. What are all the preparations £or? 
(All the servants _are astonished at his 
ignorance) 
1st Servant. :Prince Maple has returned £rom driving 
the £iery dragon from our land, and is coming to 
marry the :Princess. 
1st Guard. . The :Prince and his soldiers are marching 
:past the palace! 
(Servants run out to see the parade. When 
everything is quiet, Jack Frost whistles gently. 
North W'ind enters .J 
Jack. The time has come! Rush to King Winter and 
tell him that the t i me has come to attack the :palace. 
(North Wind exits. Footsteps are heard. 
Jack Frost hides. Enter King and Queen Alder and 
·, 
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King . and ~ueen Ashtree.> 
King Alder. Welcome, your majesty, King Ashtree. 
· a. 
You .are worthy £athe.r of such a worthy son. 
" . .. . 
King Ashtree. I am very glad that my son has succeeded, 
and . am proud tba. t he will take the daughter of such 
a great king in marriage. 
(They join the two queens, who have be.en 
talking together. :Prince Maple ent e.rs with soldiers. ) 
:Prince. Your Royal Highness, I have dr.iv.en the Fire 
Dragon from your kingdom, and I have now come to 
claim the :Princess Tulip-tree. 
King Alder. Very well, my son. You have perfo;fmed 
your duty well and you shall have yourwish. 
(Lady-in~Waiting ruahes in.) 
Lady. The Princess has disappeared~ 
King Alder. Woman! What do you mean by such. nonsense? 
Lady (terrified). I was just up to her room and I 
couldn't find her . aeywhere ~ 
Jack {stepping forward). It is King Winter, . come to 
make war on you. He has captured the. :Prince. as! 
Prince. That scoundrel~ He will pay for this. Cap-
tain~ Attack at once with the cavalry.. I will lead 
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the soldiers myself. 
(Captain . salutes, and they both exit.) 
Scene 2. Same place. 
King .Ashtree. We are fighting a losing battle a-
gainst King Winter. 
Q.ueen Ashtree. I am so afraid. I don't know what 
we will do if King T'!finter wins! . 
Q.ueen .Alder. And of course he will win! Oh, oh, 
oh~ What shall ,"e do? (She walks excitedly··up and 
down the room.) 
(Enter South Wind.) 
South Wind. The battle is lost, but--(Q.ueen Alder 
faints) but don't give up hope, for I will hunt :for 
S:pring. .. I cannot help you now because I must hurry 
South. 
(Exit South Wind. Enter King Winter and 
Jack Frost.) 
King Winter. Ha! Ha! You thought you were going to 
marry the Frince to the Frincess without letting me 
know. ~.i!Jh.a t do you think I am hiring him for? {Fats 
Jack Frost affectionately on the back.) 
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Jack. And we've got the Princess. And your soldiers 
are all enchanted. 
King Winter. And I am going to enchant every one in 
the :palace. 
(Proceeds to do this.) 
ACT II. Scene 1. 
Sce.ne.: The throne room. 
(Everybody in the :palace i s motionless. The 
door opens softly, and Spring enters.) 
Spring. I remove you from the ~ower of King Winter. 
(Everybody comes to life at once. They run 
to Spring and thank her. The Prince is eager to pur-
sue King Winter and rescue . the Princess.) 
Prince. . I will have revenge .. on King 1Nint er. And if 
he has harmed the Princess, I wouldn't like to be in 
his shoes. Now that -.he .-spell is broken, I feel sure 
that I wilLreturn victorious. 
Scene 2. The same. 
(The :people of the court are all assembled. 
The Prince, who has just returned from rescuing the 
Princess, is speaking.) 
Prince. We now have nothing to fear from King Winter 
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or any of his allies. I had him looked securely in 
_ an iceberg. My bride wishes to say something. ,(Sits 
down amidst a burst of a~plause.) 
Princess. I wanted to let you know what the Prince 
did not teil you. He captured Jack Frost single-
handed and killed ten men at one time. Then he res-
cued me •.. 
(Prince blushes and tries to interrupt her.) 
Prince. Didn't you help capture King Winter by hit~ 
ting him on his head with a club when he was just 
going to kill me? 
King Alder. King Ashtree and I have decided to let 
the Prince rule both our kingdoms. We think that . 
with him as ruler we will never have any trouble. 
{Places a crown on the Prince's head and one on the 
Princess's.) 
Everybody (shouting). Long live our new King and 
Q.ueen! 
CURTAIN 
The finished work came to the attention of the 
Principal who encouraged an actual production, and 
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since the play was written by the ola.ss a.s a. whole, 
it was cast with an e-se to using every member of the 
eighth grade--some sixty in all. To this end, va-
rious minor . cha.raoters and groups were added, in the 
capacity of attendant~ on King Alder, King Winter, 
S~ring, eta., and incidental music and dancing was 
~lanned. Other teachers entered .with whole-hearted 
interest· into the ~roject. The music . teacher selec-
ted :from old school music readers and other sources 
various tunes adaptable to use in the ~lay, and one 
of the eighth-grade girls Yrho had a knack for writ-
ing lit.tle. verses was given the task of composing 
original words for these songs to fit the play. One 
of the lower grade teachers . offered to coach a group 
of girls in an interpreti.ve S ~r ing dance. The Physi-
cal Education . teaoher waxed enthusiastic over the 
suggestion of a sword drill fo r the soldiers of the 
Prince, and drilled the boys in some splendid ma-
noeuvres. The girls enlisted the aid of the House-
hold Arts teacher on the matter of making costumes, 
and the boys were permitted to devote part of their 
Manual Training period to the fashioning of inci-
, 
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dental properties such as swords for the soldiers, 
bugles for the heralds., spears for the guards; etc. 
The school orchestra was called upon for an overt.ure. 
Before a line was placed in the hands of' a 
single character, one solid week of rehearsal time 
was spent in mastering the art of moving and stand~ 
ing regally and gracefully, and of' making courtly 
bows and observing other little details of court 
etiquette. Depri:ved of the means of comparing impor-
A tance of roles . as determined by the number of speaking 
lines, all characters .were placed on a plane of equal 
promine.noe, and the children who were not to have 
line. a were made to realize the significance . o:f phys i-
cal movement _B.nd facial expression. Thus the "extra" 
~ . . . 
groups transce~d the traditional "woodenness", and . 
many of the children actually created and preserved 
distinct identities, expressing thought and emotion 
in their reaction to the events of the play even tho 
the~ had no words to express. 
As rehearsals progressed,. and with progress came 
the growth of dramatic intelligence, the chief' co-
authors of the play perceived that certain facts 
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which were clear to the class which had worked on the 
writing of the play, would be lost to an audience to 
which the play was new unless certain incidents 
were more fully developed. New inspira tiona brought. 
about renewed conspiracies over matters of dialogue 
and characterization, and the play as finally pre-
ll' 
sented had gained .much in qualities of workmanship 
and of imagination over the. earlier effort. 
In the ordinary classroom or . informal assembly 
dramatics, it is neither necessary nor desirable to 
strive after elaborate effects in the matters of 
costumes and settings. The child mind thinks readi-
ly in terms of symbols, and to quick imaginations a 
'Nooden sword and an improvised helmet will nmke a 
belted knight" to the complete satisfaction of audi-
ence and participantsalike. Yet, on occasion it 
seems suitable to indulge in elaborations to the end 
·of creating an atmosphere of aesthetic beauty as 
.., 
well as of illusion-~doubly valuable in a case such 
as this one where the children! s home environment 
boasts of little in the way of the beautiful. Hence 
a special effort was made to carry out every possible 
See Appendix for complete ms. of play as produced. 
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detail of costume and setting witba view to making 
their play as a whole a lovely and lasting memory for 
all these beauty-starved children who had poured into 
it all that was best and most wo.rthwhile in them. 
"For whom 
So fit? The need of beaut3t · -~ies 
Most near to them who lack it." 
The ardent enthusiasm of the eighth-graders 
over their work kindled the interest of the entire 
school in the project, and the clamorous demand for 
tickets made it necessary to stage two additional 
matinees. Nor were the home folks lacking in interest. 
Repeated _ requests that an evening performance might 
be given for relatives and friends whose work pre-
vented af~ernoon attendance could not be ignored, and 
a packed auditorium of appreciative specta.t-or.s showed 
how completely a bond of interest had been estab-
lished between school and home. 
~matio Work Ten4s ~ Ingrease Capacity for 
~ecia.tion of~ in Literature . ~ Drama .• --In 
regard to a piece of original dramatic composition 
and production by the members of his class of boys, 
~ 
the Principal of a common school in Paris is quoted 
as saying: "Ah, it takes a lot of time; but it is 
of more worth than the learning of whole pages of 
some lite.rature book, What we -want is to make these 
boys sensitive to the things around them, to the 
beauties of plot, expression, thought.: and this at-
tempt to do ·something themselves, and their appreci-
ation of the beauties of their own work will make 
them more sympathetic and more sensit1ve · to the great 
beauties of the great masters." 
Even so did it prove with this ~ class of eighth 
grade youngsters. Fresh from their own enthusiastic 
experimentation in playwriting, they were easily led 
into informal discussions of the great write~s of 
"real" plays. Bennett's "Master Skylark" had (with 
malice aforethought!) been introduced as one of the 
texts for the work in literature, and, through that 
!-
author's genial characterization, l,Vill Shakespeare 
made hiS bow to the class. Collecting of details 
concerning the Elizabethan theatres as described in 
the novel: identifying of quotations, or supplement-
ing of allusions to certain of Shakespeare's playa 
CURTIS: Dramatic Instinct in Education--F. 50 
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with bits of information concerning. characters or 
~lot by the more informed members of the class 
(Shakespeare w·as a closed book to most, but a few 
had _made indirect contact \'lith him through the me-
dium of Lamb); voluntary ex~loring ex~editions into 
dictionaries and history books f ·or additional facts 
concerning historical figures discovered rubbing el-
-:'bows _with the purely fictitious characters--all this 
conveyed to the class some idea concerning the per-
sonages, the events, the customs anQmanners of the 
great age of English drama. Natural interest in 
Shakes~eare the man grew as the story of his little 
protege unfolded, till a dawning curiosity concern-
ing Shakespeare, the writer of plays, prompted 
'* several requests that the teacher read to them one 
of those plays. 
A fore-knowledge that "The Merchant -of Venice" 
,..,.., 
was to be presented by a near-by university in a 
series of special matinees for school children, mo-
tivated the teacher's choice and caused her to 
exert all her e£fort, in introducing them to this 
their first Shakespearian -play, to present the scenes 
;~~-The writer 
---~Boston University--May 7-11, 1926 
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and characters so vividly to the imaginations o£ t hese 
children as to innoculate them £or all time against 
that disease prevalent among high school students- -
the conviction that al~ great works o£ l -iterature 
.. 
are "something stupid that you pick to :pieces." 
The virus "t.ook". "The Merchant o£ Venice" 'Nas 
voted a "swell" play, and thirty-three children (out 
o£ a possible total o£ £orty.-nine} eagerly accompa-
nied their teacher to one o£ the special matinees t o 
see i£ it were really as good as it sounded! 
Clarence D. Thorpe o£ the University o£ Oregon 
"" asks, in regard to school children's attitude towar d 
Shakespeare: "I£ they had met Shakespeare on his 
own ground, as a dramatist, through the avenue o£ 
the spoken drama, would they not have loved him?" 
The answer was writ large in the eager £aces o£ t he se 
children. 0£ below-average mentality, some o£ them, 
o£ non-English speaking parents, many o£ them, brought 
up on the "movies" and on "dime novels", they came 
away loving the greatest poet o£ all time--loving 
him because his work had been revealed to them 
vitally .and beautifully through the art which in 
every age has made the most powerful appeal to 
H SPAULDING: The Study o£ Drama in the High School 
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humanity. But why not let the children speak for . 
. themselves? The following bits of appreciation were 
gleaned from informal papers which they wrote re-
cording their impressions of their first .. Shakespear-
ian play: 
"I was carried through the play just as i:f I 
was a native Venetian and was :following the story." 
"I thought that the actors' talk was f'un:ny at 
first, but as the play went on I found that I could 
distinguish every word they said." 
"The play was better than what I imagined, I 
hope ·I could see another one." 
"The style o:f the costwnes were beauti.ful and. I 
think it would be a wonderful thing i:f the people of 
modern generations would wear them. In comparing this 
play with other plays that I have seen I think that 
other plays lack the originality that I have seen in 
this Shakespearian play. I like the Merchant of 
Venice because it is very interesting. Some parts are 
sad, some· are funny, and some are romantic. I:f all 
Shakespeare's plays are as good as the Merchant o:f 
Venice, I do not doubt that I would be more than glad 
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to see another." 
"I thi~ S~kes~ea.re was a very good writer of 
such plays." (~) 
n I 1.1 as. sur~rised when I sa.w how nice the stage 
was fixed with such marvelous coloring ••• Now that I 
have seen this play of 1The Merchant of Venice', I 
think that I would like to see as many ~lays of 
Shakespeare's as possible. Since this was so nice I 
think the others would at least be a.s good as that 
or even better. The play lasted about three and one 
half hours. It was very long, but even .. though it was 
long the more you saw the more you wanted to see." 
~'I thought that Shakespeare's plays were dried 
and cut but after seeing this one my estimation of 
him is many times higher. 11 
"One of Shakespeare greatest successes was The 
Merchant . of Venice. It 1ms given at Boston Universi-
ty last Monday. ~:· From the :plot of the story I thought 
it would be good, but when I seen the play it was 
excellent." 
"When I •,JVent home I tried to tell my cousin 
about the :play, with the help of the story in the pro-
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.gram. She found it very interesting~ She wished · 
that she could have come with me ••• After the :play 
ha.d . finished I felt so humble, because o£. the way 
the~ acted and the way·- we acted in our :Qlays, but 
some _ day a f .ew of us in the eighth grade will be do-
ing something like it." 
ni strained my eyes to look at the curtain to 
t.ry to see through a. small hole. Now the straining 
was all over for a quick jerk of the curtain sto:Qed 
the straining for there were the amazing colors and 
the laughing figUres. n 
"In all my life it was the first :Qlay I ever 
saw so good. Such bright colors were the costumes.n 
Crude, indeed, are these commentaries. But 
they present, certainly, striking intimations of 
great thoughts in immature minds. The judgments 
:Qassed are sound; the emotion real; there is a :Qro~ 
nounced sensitiveness t _o beauty. A standard of 
thought and feeling had been established; not 
through the im:perfect and -fleeting absorptinn of 
fact but t hrough comradely association with fancy, 
one perfect eiuipment for living life abundantly had 
* 
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been attaine.d in some measure. The small beginnings 
of a lasting £oundation for a taste for great ·•rt · 
.-.. 
*-had been laid. 
ConculusiQA.- - So, by the proper cultivation of 
the dramatic instinct--by the qui.ckening of the in-
tallect and the emotions--by the keeping fresh of 
the - wellsprin~s of the imagination, may we develop 
not only the capacity ¥or self-expression but for 
opening hearts and minds to the beauties of the 
great expressions of other, guarding forev~r against 
that -. deadness of mind and heart which Ruskin has 
t&rmed the essence of all vulgarity. 
The problem of re~de~ing the dral!lB-tic impulse 
a great cultural factor in education -, seems to con-
cern itself chiefly Yvith that :plastio · time u:p 
through the grammar grades when make-believe and 
day-dreams are a part, and a splendid part, of life. 
There taken care of, it ceases to be a problem. 
1
.Vhether the child must leave off his :formal school- · 
ing to enter into the world of work or whether he 
will continue on through high school, and :perha:ps 
Note: Since the writing of this paper, eighteen 
children of this same group, now in high school, 
voluntarily made up a theatre-party to attend a 
per£ormance of "Twelfth Nigh~" (Boston University, 
May 5-9 ' 1 9 2 7 ) 
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college, he carries with him potentialities for a 
vital rece~tion of vital knowledge. 
How the pro bl_em is to be handled is still an 
oi>en question. It is neither feasible nor neces-
sary :·to revolutionize the whole school :program to 
favor the principles herein . championed, for without 
a single change in the curricula it -· is possible for 
them to work hand in hand with the established 
·order of affairs--to prei>are not only the mind but 
the heart, not only the intellect but the imagina-
tion, fo r the ability t0 acquire not knowledge but 
. I • ' 
the capacity for learning--to leave them, outside 
the school walls-, wi t.p. · the power of escaping-within 
the mind from the burdens o:e a commonplace existence 
in a too commercial world--to add a completer .living 
to mere life_. 
T H E END 
APPENDIX 
THE ~RJ .. ~ M THE FORES~ 
(Based on Bliss Carman's poem, 11 In Oot.ober" ) 
By 




King .Alder, King of the Lowlands 
Q.ueen Alder 
Princess .Tulip-tree, their daughter 
King Ashtree, . King of the Highlands 
Q.ueen Ashtree 
Prin.ce Maple,_ their son . 
King Winter, a magician 
Jack Frost) 
North Wind ) 
his aides 
Spring, , a good Fairy 
South Wind 
Mistress Woodbine, lady-in-w~iting to the Princess 
Servants (5), Sumacs, soldiers of the Prince (12), 
Ladies of the Court (6), Heralds (2), Standard 
Bearers (2), Guards (4), Pages (4), King's Fid-
lers (2), Royal Ballet (4), Court Soloist, Icicles 
(6}, Zephyrs (10), Jester 
· nWho then so dead to valor 
As not to raise a. cheer 
When all the woods are marching 
In triumph of the year?" 
IHE ~RIUMPH QE .fHE FOREST 
(Based on Bliss Carman•s .poem, "In October") 
By 
The Eighth Grade Pupils of the Paul Revere School , 
Revere, Massachusetts 
SCENE.--The Throne Room in the palace of King 
Alder. The curtain rises on an empty stage. 
JACK FROST enters stealthily through right-hand 
doorway at back of stage and sta.rt·s cautiously 
a cross the room. Hears footsteps and hides be-
hind throne (center stage). Enter, thro-u&h 
left- hand doorway at back of stage, four s.mall 
SERVANTS carrying large covered dishes. They 
hurry single file across the stage, glancing _ 
neither to· right nor to_ left, and exit t~ough 
doorway at right. Enter NORTH WIND, who rushes 
to center of stage calling loudly. 
NORTH W'IND. Hi, Jack Frost! 
A-~ 
JACK (coming from hiding-~lace). Sh! North Wind, 
don't s~eak so loudly. It will go hard with us if 
1.ve are oaught. 
NORTH WIND. King Winter sent me to be on hand to 
carry the message when the ·time comes for the at-
tack. His army is ready, and he is only 'NB.iting 
for the signal from you. 
JACK. Well, everything is going along fine so far, 
and if our plans all go well, King Winter will soon 
have this castle and the Princess. (Looking around 
t- .: 
anxiously~- ) Hide yoUrself near here until I call 
you. I think the Prince will be returning soon. 
BORTH WIND (starting to go). I will await your 
call. {Turning.) But how did you get in.here so 
easily? Where did you get your disguise? 
JACK. It was easy. As I was walking along the 
road to the palace, wondering how I should get my 
information for King Winter, I met a simple-looking 
fellow whom I asked some questions concerning af-
fairs at the palace. He told me he had Just been 
employed by the cook as a kitchen-boy. That was my 
chance. I showed him a bag of gold and offered to 
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change clothes with him. He jumped at the chance--
so here I am. I pretend to be so stupid that ~~e 
cook doesn't know the difference, and thinks I am 
the simpleton she hired yesterday. 
NORTH WIND. Ho-ho! That's a good joke. Jack 
Frost, a kitchen-boy--and a simple-minded one at 
that. Ho-ho! 
JACK. The cook is an awful old crosspatch, too. 
She has boxed my ears fully a dozen times today.--
But wait until the palace is captured. I shall 
have my revenge then. ( COOK calls from off stage. ) 
There she is calling me now. Quick ~ Hidel ( Con-
ceals NORTH WIND behind curtains down stage at left. ) 
I shall make her come after me--and if I act stupid 
enough, perhaps I 1~ill get the rest of the infor-
mation I am after. (Sits on dais and pretends to 
be asleep.) 
COOK (entering from right). What do you mean by 
not washing those dishes? (Seizes JACK by the ear 
and pulls him down stage at center.) 
JACK (stupidly). Wh-what did you say? 
COOK. What did you think I hired you for? To sit 
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around in idleness and look stupid? There are the 
dishes still unwashed, and I was just going to 
serve dinner. What will the King say? Where were 
my senses when I hire~ you yesterday? 
(During 'the COOK'S speech, the four 
SERVANTS have entered at the back 
and stand laughing among themselves 
at JACK'S discomfiture.) 
JACK. I forgot all about the dishes when you 
called me to peel the potatoes. 
COOK. How dare you talk back to me, you common 
kitchen-boy? (Turning to go.) I shall see that 
the King hears of this. (At door.) I hope he has 
your head out off. Do you hear what I say? 
JACK. Yes, ma'am. ·. 
(SERVANTS straighten UD against back 
wall as COOK passes them; then they 
gather around JACK.) 
FIRST SERVANT. You aren't afraid of the cook, are 
you, John? 
JACK. Of course I'm not. 
SERVANTS. Oh-ho! Not, .. much! 
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SECOND SERVANT. Did you see the way he said, "Yes, 
rna' am," when she had finished with him? 
THIRD SERVANT. It takes Cook to put a fellow that's 
set on himself . in his :place • . 
SERVANTS. Yea, yes. Ha! ha! 
FOURTH SERVANT. Come, to work nowl or Cook will be 
angry at us. 
THIRD SERVANT. Yes, we must hurry. The Prince will 
be here any moment now. (They start to leave.) 
JACK (stupidly). What prince? 
FIRST SERVANT. \Vhat prince? ~ . Prince Maple, Of 
course. \Vho else should it be? 
JACK. Well, where has he been? And why is he com-
ing here? 
SECOND SERVANT. Haven't you heard? He has just 
slain the Fire Dragon who has been destroying our 
kingdoms. 
THIRD SERVANT. And now he is coming to claim the 
hand of the Princess Tulip-tree. 
FOURTH SERVANT. His father and mother, the King 
and Queen of the Ash-trees are expected here at 
court, too, to welcome their son back from his 
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victory. 
FIRST SERVANT. The Princess looks very sweet. 
Mistress 1., oodbi ne has hung crimson decorations all 
over her. 
COOK (at door.) The Prince and his soldiers are 
marching past the palaoe. 
(Exit SERVANTS. JACK whistles to NORTH 
WIND, who enters immediately.) 
JACK. The time has come. Rush to King Winter and 
tell him that the hour is here to attack the palace. 
The Prince and his soldiers will soon be here. And 
his father and mother, the King and Queen of the 
Ash-trees, too. The tree kingdoms of both the High-
lands and the Lowlands will be in our power--and 
the Princess Tulip-tree will be the bride of King 
W'inter. 
(Exit JACK FROST behind curtains down. sta·ge • 
at right. Exit NORTH WIND at left. Enter 
HERALDS at upstage entrances. They ad-
vance slowly to center of stage, turn 
and walk to front, blow a short call on 
their trumpets, and take places at ex-
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treme Jright and left down _stage. 
(Note: Incidental music during 
entrance:::.of _court, Mendelssohn's 
WeddiDg March. ) 
HERALD (at right). Their Royal Highnesses, the 
King and Queen of the Alders. 
(Enter left, up stage, KING and QUEEN 
ALDEH, followed by pages bearing 
their trains and by the people of 
the court. They take their places 
at the thrones on the dais, while 
the courtiers, after making t heir 
obeisance, take their places on 
either side. 1 
HERALD (at left). Their Royal Highnesses, the 
King and Queen of the Ash-trees. 
{Enter left, up stage, KING and QUEEN 
ASHTREE, followed by pages. They 
halt in front of t he dais.) 
KI NG ALDER. Welcome, your majesty, King Ashtree, 
--and you, also, good Queen. You are a worthy 
father of such a worthy son. 
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KING ASHTREE. I am very glad that my son has suc-
ceeded, and am ~roud that . he will take the daughte r 
of such a great king in marriage. 
(KING ALDER steps d~n fro m dais, escorts 
~UEEN ASHTREE to draped ohair at right 
of dais, bows graciously, and retu~s 
to throne. KING ASHTRE.E takes IJlace 
at dra~ed chair left of dais. They sit.} 
HERALD (at r ight). Prince Maple and his soldiers. 
ALL (singing). Awake ev'ry voice, with singing 
rejoice, 
Chorus: 
And welcome the victor home. 
Let songs never end, but ever 
as a end 
To him who hath saved the realm. 
They're marching, marching. Herald 
the victors brave • 
.Marching, marching, while our gay 
bumers wave, 
Coming·, coming, for their re1mrd · 
today, 
.Marching along, singing a song all 
the way. · 
(Enter PRINCE MAPLE, followed by soldiers.) 
SWORD DRILL 
PRINCE (kneeling in front of KING ALDEI\). Your 
Royal Highness, I have driven the Fire Dragon from 
your kingdom, and I have now come to claim the hand 
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of :Princsss Tulip-tree. 
KING.ALDER (rising). Very well, my son. You have 
performed your duty well and you shall have your 
wish. (:PRINCE rises and stands at left.) Mistress 
Woodbine! (MISTRESS WOODBINE comes forward and 
curtseys.) Will you tell the :Princess that we de-
sire her ~resence in the Throne Room? (MISTRESS 
WOODBD'ffi curtseys and exits left.·) 
KING ALDER. In honor of your royal persons I have 
prepared an entertainment which you will, I am sure , 
enjoy. I have gathered all the royal entertainers 
together and we have made out a beautiful program 
which I hope will repay you for your long journey 
here. (Calling JESTER.) Here is the program, 
sirrah--and don't make any of your silly mistakes 
in announcing it! 
:PROGRAM 
THE KING'S EIDDLERS (Violin duet) 
THE ROYAL BALLET (Four solo dances) 
TF...E COURT SOLOIST (Soprano solo: "Trees") 
MI STRESS WOODBINE (bursting into room). The :Prin-
cess has disappeared! 
(All rise. General consternation.) 
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KING ALDER. Woman! What do you mean by such 
nonsense? 
MISTRESS WOODBINE. I was just u:p to her room and 
I couldn't £ind her anywhere~ 
{Bugle call sounds of£ stage.) 
Q.UEEN ALDER. 1.Kfhat is that? 
JACK FROST (stepping from hiding-place). I t is 
King Winter, come to make war on you. He has cap-
tured the Princess! 
ALL. What~ 
(Bugle sounds again.) 
JACK. In that bugle call is the hate o£ years, 
the hate o£ generations. Yes, Ki~g ¥Vinter has 
stolen . the Princess and will marcy her. Yours, 
your father's, and your grandfather's wrongs to 
King Winter l¥ill . be avenged. He ~1vill destroy you 
and your kingdoms. Re will subdue your people and 
will make you beg for mercy. He has for days been 
waiting with his army until you should all be in 
his .:power. Now he is advancing on the :palace and 
will take possession o£ it. 
{PRI NCE rushes toward JACK with drawn 
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sword. JACK escapes through door .J 
PRINCE. ~hat scoundrel~ He will pay for this. 
Guard! Order the Captain to attack at once with 
the cavalry. I shall lead the soldiers myself. 
(GUARD at left door salutes and exits. 
PRINCE and SOLDIERS present swords to 
KING as they march out.) 
C~TAIN 
ACT I . Scene 2. 
KING ALDER and KING ASHTREE stand downstage, con-
versing. QUEEN ASHTREE stands on dais comfort-
ing QUEEN ALDER. COURTIERS are grOUIJed at baCk 
talking among themselves. 
KING ALDER. I fear we are fighting a losing battle 
against King Winter. 
QUEEN ALDER. Oh, my lJOOr child~ I shudder when I 
think of her being in that scoundrel's han~'~.s • 
.. 
KINGASHTREE. That villain, King Winter, will get 
his just returns for this day's work. 
QUEEN ASHTREE. I am very sorry that this terrible 
thing has haplJened to your daughter. 
QUEEN ALDER (sobbing). I am so afraid! 
~ . 
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KING ALDER (going to her). Don't worry, my dear. 
Everything will . tum out all right. 
KING ASHTREE ( '.IValking toward dais). My son will 
rescue the Priness. You need not £ear. His resolve 
to marry her will make his revenge more sure agains t 
that villainous King. Winter. 
QUEEN ASHTREE. Yes, good queen. Do not worry. 
(Going to KING ALDER.) I do not think that the old 
scoundrel will harm her. (Sits in chair at right. ) 
Let us hope that my son will succeed in re:pulsing 
the wretch and his army. 
KING ASHTREE (sitting in chair at left). MY dear 
wife is right. 1'fVe can only wait and be :patient. 
Let us hope and :pray for the success of our soldie~. 
(Enter SOUTH WIND, up stage at le£t.) 
SOUTH WIND (running to center and bowing) •.. Hail, 
majesties! 
KING ALDER. Who are you? And why do you come here? 
SOUTH WIND. I am the South Wind, 0 King. I bring 
you news of the battle between your armies and 
those of King Winter. 




KING ALDER. S~eak, South Wind. Is the victory 
with us? 
Q.UEEN ALDER. 0, tell us quickly. Has the Princess 
been resoued? 
Q.UEEN ASHTREE. Is the Prince safe? 
KING ASHTREE. Has King W'inter been defeated? 
SOUTH WIND (taking her . plaoe on the dais between 
the thrones). _  I will tell you all I know. I was 
on my way South, following my Zephyrs, when I hap-
pened to hear the sounds of confliot. I stopped t o 
see who the fighters were, and I recognized my 
friends, Prinoe Maple and the soldiers of the tree 
kingdoms, struggling fiercely with my bitter enemie s , 
King W'inter, · Jaok Frost, and their a~ of Icicles. 
And helping King Winter were the great Snow Dragons 
who oan destroy a man and horse with one icy breath. 
And, high and safe upon a aloud, was King l.Vinter 
himself'. 
KING ALDER (scornfully). He was a:f'raid to oome 
down and fight. 
SOUTH WIND. Then I ~aw the Prinoe fighting agains t 
great odds. He was struggling with two dragons. 
, .. 
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He pierced the heart of one and bravely defended 
himself from the other with the hilt of his sword 
(as the blade had been broken in the encounter with 
the other one) until one of .his men came and helped 
him make a fin ish. of the monster. But, . ga.llan~ a s 
the Prince and his men were, they could not over-
come the great numbers of King Winter 's men, and a t 
last they were overwhelmed. Then King ~"linter came 
and taunted the losers and placed them under an en-
chantment. (She walks sorrowfully down right.) 
KING ALDER. We are lost. 
(QUEEN ALDER sinks face in han~.) 
Q.UEEN ASHTREE. Oh, my poor son. 
KINGASHTREE. Is there no chance of our being 
saved? 
SOUTH WIND. There is none at present ·. There is 
only one person in t he world who has the power to 
undo ' King Winter's evil s;pells, and that is my 
mistress, Spring. And she is far away in the South-
land now. But be of good cheer. I will search f or 
her and bring her to your rescue as quickly as I can . 
Until she comes, you must remain in Winter's power. 
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KING ALDER (rising). We are very much indebted to 
you for your kindness in coming to us in our time 
of need. 
KING ASHTREE (also risingl. Yes, we are all very 
grateful for. your kind services. 
QUEEN ASHTREE. You have encouraged us all. 
SOUTH WIND. I hear King Winter coming. I must go 
quickly. (Atdoor, le.ft.) Do not lose hope. I 
shall return with Spring to free you. (Exit.) 
{Enter through opening down stage at 
right, KING WINTER, JACK FROST, and 
NORTH WIND.) 
KING WINTER. Ha! Ha! You thought you were £Oing 
to marry the Prine e to . the . Pri.~.§.a .. . !fi:tll.o\lt :_le_;t.:t~g 
me know. What do you think I am hiring him for? 
(He pats JACK affectionately on the back.) 
JACK. And we've got the Princess. And your sol-
diers are all enchanted. 
KING WINTER. And now you shall share the same fat e . 
(JACK calla ICICLES and leads them in 
a snake-dance around room; hence, to 
a semi-circle formation behind KING WINTER.) 
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KING WINTER (reciting charm in s epulchral tones, 
while the ICICLES chant a mournful refrain). 
By the teeniest shakes of these icy snowfla kes, 
(Whoo-oo-oo! Whoo-oo-oo!) 
I will spell your doom. 
( 'fuoo-oo-oo! Whoo-oo-oo ~ ) 
.And your knell shall ring· 
And ye I · shall fling 
Into black enchantment until it is Spring • 
.And your rule doth fail 
And mine :prevail. 
(Whoo-oo-oo!} 
(.All sing WINTER'S CHARM. At the clos-
ing lin.es of the song, KING WINTER 
takes :place at-. center of dais and 
waves scepter. All TREES instantly 
become motionless. ) 
CUR~AIN 
ACT II ·. Scene 1 , 
Tableau of TREES as at close o£ ACT I. Enter, 
through doorways right and left, dancing, SERING, 
SOUTH WIND, and ZEPHYRS. (Note: Incidental 
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music .for dance, 'Ulow Worm". ) 
DANCE OF ZEPHYRS 
SOPRANO SOLO: "ZEPHYRS YiE" 
Ze~hyrs we, gay and .free, 
Happy when ,,ve dance or :play , 
Voices sing, echoes ring, 
As- we -.flit along our merry . way. 
W'inter pale · from us is hiding~ 
For his conscience bothers him. 
With our Queen happiness we're bringing 
To those doomed by Winter's whim. 
(ZEPHYRS s'"'ay in . rhj'thm at sides of -
stage singing "Zephyrs 1Ve".) 
SPRING (in center of dais): 
Wake! Wakel Wake! 
For Winter's charm has vanished. 
All awaken, all - awaken, wake I say. 
Wake! Wake! Wake! 
King Wint.er' s men are banished. 
Winter's spell is broken, gone his sway. 
{ZEPHYRS circle around stage with dance 
step, singing, m.~Take ~" TREES gradually 
come to life again.) 
QUEEN ALDER (rising)._ 0 lovely S~ring, how can we 
ever repay you for your kindness? 
KING ALDER. MY subjects, pay homage to our res-
cuer, Spring, who has delivered us from the spell 
of 1i'{inter. 
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SONG: "PRAISE TO SPRING11 
For Springtime's queen our voices we raise, 
Off • ring her thanks for her seJ;"yice~. today, 
Paying her homage, singing her !)raise. 
She freed us all from King Winter's harsh sway . 
Chorus: 
Hail, Queen of Springtime! ·Hail, S:pring-
t ime 1 s Q.ueen! 
At thy coming all the world dons glad array. 
Blessings of ki ngdoms ·brighten they way,-
Hail, Queen of Springtime! ·Hail, Spring-
time's ~ueen! 
(All make obeisance to SPRING. ) 
KING ASHTREE. Have you any news of the Prince? 
Q.UEEN ASHTREE. And what' of Princess Tulip-tree? 
SPRING. The Princess is still in the power of 
King Y!inter. But I have released,,-prinoe Maple from 
the enchantment-·; and he is oil'· his way here with his 
soldiers. 
(Bugle sounds off stage.) 
MISTRESS W'OODBINE. Here is the Prince now! 
(Enter PRINCE MAPLE. He goes straight 
to the dais and kneels.) 
QUEEN ASHTREE. 'My son~ 
PRINCE. King Alder, I go now to rescue your 
daughter. I will have revenge on King Winter, and 
,j'• ' 
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if he has harmed the Frinoess, I wouldn't like to 
be in his shoes. 
KING ALDER. Bravely spoken, Prince. 
PRINCE (rising) . Thank you, your majesty. Now 
that the spell is broken I feel sure that I shall 
return victorious. 
KING ALDER. To the Prince! "May good luck go wi.th 
him! 
ALL (shouting). To the Prince! 
CURTAIN 
ACT II. Scene 2. 
KINGS, Q.UEENS, COURTIERS as before. PRINCE MAPLE 
_ and. :PRINCESS TULIP-TR]I!TI down stage at left. ) 
PRINCE. We now have nothing to fear from King 
1J!linter . or -any of . his allies. I had him looked 
securely in an ioeberg.--My bride wishes to say 
something. 
PRINCESS. I wanted to let you know what the Prince 
did not tell you. He ca~tured Jack Frost single-
handed, and killed ten men at one time. Then he 
rescued me. 
PRINCE. Didn't you help capture King Winter by 
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hitting him on his head with a club when he was 
justgoing to kill me? 
KING ALDER. King Ashtree and I have decided t-o. 
let the Prince rule both our kingdoms. We think 
that with him as ruler we 1llill never have any 
trouble. 
(Incidental music. KING and QUEEN 
ALDER descend . slowly fr'om thrones 
and . take places at right of dais. 
At the same tim~, KING and QUEEN 
ASHTREE move t ·o left of dais.. PRINCE 
and PRINCESS ascend to thrones.) 
ALL. Long live our new King and Queen~ 
FINALE: 
MARCHING SONG {Chorus). SOLDIERS enter from 
rear and form ranks at each side of stage. 
1i1TINTER' S CHARM. SERVANTS drive in WINTER, 
NORTH WIND, JACK FROST, and ICICLES with 
tinsel reins. Group left\ · down stage. 
ZEPHYRS \'VE. Enter SPRING, SOUTH WIND, and 
ZEPHYRS, dancing. SPRING stands on dais 
between PRINCE and PRINCESS·. Others grou}l 
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right, down stage. 
PRAISE TO SPRING (Chorus). 
FINAL TABLEA.U. 
CURTAIN 
T H E E N D 
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